
Our Relief Efforts in Gaza

1. How are you delivering aid to Gaza when there’s a blockade?
We've built partnerships with trusted local entities who have found innovative ways to
deliver stockpiled supplies. However, given the evolving situation, these supplies will
eventually run out and we’re formalizing more agreements to deliver more aid as soon as
it’s allowed.

2. Who does Penny Appeal USA collaborate with locally?
Penny Appeal USA collaborates with reputable local organizations that hold UN
registration, enabling them to secure essential supplies and services. These partner
organizations undergo a thorough screening process to ensure compliance with both U.S.
government requirements and Penny Appeal USA's programmatic and reporting
standards. They also perform real-time needs assessments to identify individuals or
communities in dire need of assistance.

3. Why does Penny Appeal USA continue to raise funds even in situations where aid delivery on
the ground is challenging?
In certain exceptional circumstances, such as in Gaza where a complete aid blockade is enforced,
our fundraising efforts persist. The reason behind this approach is that once the blockade is lifted,
we can swiftly procure the necessary aid and supplies as per the needs assessment conducted by
our trusted partners.

4. What is the plan for delivering aid to Gaza if the blockade remains in effect?
Our Gaza-based partner NGOs, registered with the UN and other relevant agencies, have
access to central warehouses that stockpile relief items. These warehouses serve as hubs
for the distribution of essential supplies throughout Gaza.
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When the blockade of humanitarian aid is eventually lifted, we will collaborate with our
partners to replenish these warehouses and continue the distribution of much-needed
relief items. Additionally, whenever it is safe, we request photographic and video of aid
distribution to ensure transparency and accountability.

5. What will be included in the aid packages?
● Our food packs contain nutritional items like rice, flour, oil, and milk powder, and

can support families at this critical time.
● Our family essentials kit includes hygiene items, providing families with comfort and

protection against diseases. Your donations can also go towards providing shelter,
mattresses and blankets.

● Our complete emergency pack includes the food pack, family essentials kit and
shelter to the survivors in this time of extreme crisis.

6. How can we donate towards relief efforts in Palestine?
You can donate directly to our Palestine Emergency Response efforts here. If you’re
unable to donate at this time, please feel free to share our LaunchGood campaign with
family and friends to help spread awareness.

7. How can we trust the fund will go towards relief efforts in Palestine?
Our hope is to share videos and pictures as we receive them. Due to the circumstances of
the situation, there is a delay in providing timely updates. Rest assured, your
contributions will directly fund our relief efforts in Palestine.
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https://pennyappealusa.org/campaigns/palestine-emergency/?form=FUNARGCCBKB&utm_source=nehreen&utm_medium=email
https://www.launchgood.com/campaign/palestine_emergency_response_2#!/

